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URRENT COMMENTATORS on the capacity of digital technology to transform global sciences are apt to stress the possibilities for scientific crowdsourcing introduced by the Internet. According to David Weinberger, for example, contemporary science is beset by unprecedented problems of data saturation, to which enlisting the assistance of "citizen scientists" offers one promising solution. Among recent advances in open-source science, he cites the cataloguing of millions of galaxy shapes by online volunteers, the aggregation of nonspecialist observations to trace bird migration, and the use of Google Maps to identify previously unknown impact craters around the world. Digital crowdsourcing, moreover, generates a salutary social challenge to traditional scientific authority, promising greater democratic participation and public transparency in knowledge-making processes. "It's hard to see anything except goodness in all these collaborative amateur efforts," he concludes, yet warns that "the gated communities of science still exist." 1 Questions concerning the relation between globalized collaboration and the social distribution of scientific authority are not new, however. In his Musei Petiveriani, pub-lished beginning in 1695, the London apothecary James Petiver (ca. 1665-1718) printed numerous lists of exotic plants, animals, shells, and fossils, gathered from around the world. He also published lists of people: those who furnished him with his specimens. In "an abstract of what collections I have received the last twelve months," published in August 1699, he named Edward Barter of Cape Coast, a key outpost of the slave trade in West Africa; Samuel Browne, a surgeon at Fort St. George in India; Edward Bulkley, "another ingenious surgeon at the same place" who also sent samples from Persia and Tonqueen; the Jesuit missionary Father George Camelli in the Philippines; William Clerk, a surgeon in Turkey; the surgeon James Cuninghame, who "made collections wherever he touched," from Palma in the Canaries to Batavia, the Chinese islands of Emuy and Colonshu, the Straits of Malacca, the Cape of Good Hope, and Ascension Island; his "kind friend" John Foxe, another surgeon, who sent samples from the Cape of Good Hope and the Bay of Bengal; Jezreel Jones, secretary to the English envoy in Morocco, who also collected in Cadiz; the surgeon Walter Keir at Jehore in the Malaccas; Dr. David Krieg, FRS, in Maryland; Sylvanus Landon, a "worthy gentleman and ingenious surgeon" who collected in Spain, Borneo, the Flores Islands, and the Cape of Good Hope; the Reverend Henry Pasmore in Jamaica; Margaretha Hendrina van Otteren, widow of Henry Oldenland, a collector at the Cape of Good Hope; the respected Essex-based naturalist John Ray, that "most celebrated and worthy author"; Frederik Ruysch, "anatomick and botanick professor in Amsterdam"; Mr. Stocker, a "kind person (and altogether a Stranger)" in the Bay of Bengal; Alexander Sympson, a surgeon in Gallipoli, in the Ottoman Empire; Joseph Pitton de Tournefort, "of the royal academy of Sciences, and botanick professor of the royal garden at Paris"; and Richard Wheeler, his "kind and hearty friend" at LongSound, Norway. Petiver signed this remarkable list at its foot, "from my house in Aldersgate Street in London." 2 The role of long-distance networks in the circulation of knowledge has been a central concern for historians of the sciences in recent years.
3 But how, why, and with what effects did practitioners make public the collectives that enabled worldwide sciences? Miguel Tamen reminds us of the pleasure of collecting and listing people, quoting Leporello's famous "Catalogue Aria" from Mozart and Da Ponte's Don Giovanni, "Delle vecchie fa conquista / Pel piacer di porle in lista": "He seduces old ladies, just for the pleasure of adding them to the list."
4 Listing people was an art of self-construction through collective association: the production of a self defined by a collectivity. This brief essay examines how this was also true of Petiver's lists of named suppliers-the artifacts of a campaign of global en-listment-which he used to assert his credibility as a broker of exotic specimens in the Republic of Letters. Listing collaborators promised power but also invited critique. Petiver's supplier lists drew attacks questioning the social character of his natural history project. Global scientific reach, in other words, still turned on issues of local social credibility.
The occupant of the house at Aldersgate was born at Rugby in Warwickshire, the son of a haberdasher; he established himself as an apothecarial tradesman, dispensing medicines in east London by the 1690s. He associated with some of the leading figures in English natural history, including the taxonomist John Ray and the prolific collector, society physician, and Secretary of the Royal Society Hans Sloane. The correspondence Petiver built up was integral to attracting the friendship of both. Sloane, who inherited Petiver's specimens after his death, commented that by taking "great Pains to gather together the Productions of Nature in England, and by his Correspondents, and Acquaintance, all over the World [he] procured, I believe, a greater Quantity than any Man before him." Sloane proved crucial to Petiver's advancement and legacy. His patronage helped Petiver to a fellowship at the Royal Society in 1695-no mean social feat for the apothecary, who quickly advertised his ascent into the genteel ranks of the membership by identifying himself on his title pages both as pharmacist ("Pharmacop. Londinens") and Fellow of the Royal Society ("Regiae societatis Socio"). Numerous Petiver specimens remain in the Sloane Herbarium at London's Natural History Museum (albeit in rather chaotic condition), while his manuscripts are at the British Library.
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Petiver became known for his energetic publication project of a series of paper museums of specimens. These consisted of lists of specimens and series of engravings. Here, Petiver relied on two main kinds of supply: exchanges with corresponding participants in the Republic of Letters across Europe (such as Ruysch and Tournefort) and with English travelers in global commercial companies (often surgeons). Petiver's principal object was to render specimens sent to him in Latin polynomials and list their synonyms in the existing literature. 6 This was species identification rather than classification but nevertheless involved crucial judgments about anatomical description and translation that would inform the work of taxonomic specialists such as Ray. Petiver's manner of listing embodied three key aspects of what might be called sacred accumulations in the age of mercantilism. First, many such species were provided by commercial travelers as part of emergent global systems for accumulating wealth and goods; hence their appearance in lists that resembled inventories. Second, the purpose of their collection and documentation was to fulfill Baconian exhortations regarding the advancement of empirical knowledge. And third, Petiver imagined these inventories as documenting the multitudinous yet finite numbers of species designed by God to endure unchanged from the Creation to the end of time. He sometimes used the term "Gazophylacium naturae" to characterize his assembled species lists, a scriptural reference to the treasure chest that traditionally contained offerings in the temple. Petiver's supplier lists were largely artifacts of a campaign of en-listment he conducted through the circulation of his "Directions for the Easie Making and Preserving Collections of All Natural Curiosities," printed as a broadsheet, reproduced in his pamphlets, and paraphrased in countless letters. They served to direct untrained collectors and enlist new ones. If you happen upon a curious surgeon or physician, he instructed one correspondent, "you may be pleased to give ym a copy of what in this paper may be most to their purpose . . . and I should be very glad to hold a correspondence with ym and most willingly inform ym of ye utmost of my power in any thing they shall demand." 8 As Valentina Pugliano emphasizes in her essay in this Focus section, paper was itself the sine qua non of collecting, the physical means by which travelers enclosed and transmitted their finds. Thus, for example, Petiver directed a surgeon named Gidly on Tenerife to hire a Spaniard or native islander to carry a basket and quires of paper to fill with specimens from the island's mountaintops. These should be laid in a book as smoothly as possible and placed in a box for safekeeping and transport. Petiver offered to cover all costs and promised to supply any extra paper Gidly should need. Seeking to supervise the collecting process through virtual presence, he also turned himself into a mobile piece of paper to monitor Gidly in situ, directing him to paste his printed directions "on ye inside of yr surgery chest, that by yr daily sight of it I may prevent yr forgetting me." Petiver's didactic instructions to nonspecialists thus aimed to make his London list making govern others' fieldwork. 9 The manifest presence of journeymen in his supplier lists reflected Petiver's determination to profit from the mobilization of commercial labor through and beyond English global networks in the mercantile era. Many of his suppliers, like Browne, Bulkley, and Cuninghame, were surgeons employed by the English East India Company, operating between South and East Asia. He drew on contacts in settler colonies (the West Indies and North America), trading outposts (West Africa, India, and China), and exploratory voyages (the South Seas), as well as Spanish and Portuguese travelers, Amerindians, and enslaved Africans in the American colonies. "Procure correspondents for me wherever you come," he instructed the America-bound servant George Harris, who sailed with Edmond Halley on the Paramour in 1698, "and take directions how to write them, and procure something from them [with whom] you stay, showing their slaves how to collect things by taking them along with you when you are abroad."
10 Engaging the enslaved as collectors appears to have been routine in plantation societies. Petiver issued instructions for showing enslaved men and women how to collect "shells with live snails inside" and pin insects into pillboxes (or the inside of their hats). He offered half a crown per dozen flies, beetles, grasshoppers, or moths sent whole and twelve pence per dozen plants. Local territorial expertise in potentially hazardous terrain was essential, and associates like Samuel Browne were thus invaluable. Browne was "constantly employing several persons to make collections for me," Petiver glowed, "and many of them some days journey up the country, from such places we never yet saw any plants before." Here was Petiver's genius: collecting collectors who themselves were collectors of collectors-Browne acted as a go-between connecting the London apothecary and indigenous suppliers in India.
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Petiver's lists of named suppliers sketched a map of the world for his botanical readers, casting him as a well-connected broker of exotic species at its center. This was an ambitious and carefully staged projection of global reach. Such lists, first of all, were exclusive as well as inclusive. Browne's Indian sources went unnamed; so too did Petiver's African collectors (Graman Quacy, the former Surinam slave after whom Linnaeus later named the Quassia amara, was exceptional). 12 In an era that witnessed the development of new biopolitical programs for counting people as labor resources, Africans were notoriously listed as anonymous priced commodities within the Atlantic slave trade-and so were not deemed creditable as named contributors to natural history. The logic of Petiver's supplier list was the obverse of such quantitative assessment: the norms of genteel discourse in natural history, carried over from the intellectual sociability of Renaissance humanism, obliged him instead to characterize his assemblages through conceits of friendship, benefaction, and gift giving. 13 This characterization was an "polite" gloss applied to a series of exchanges shaped by labor, commerce, and sometimes sheer acrimony. While it is hard to know how often Petiver offered cash for specimens, his payment for slaves' material shows his willingness to do so. When dealing with naturalists, exchange in kind would likely have been the norm, while specimens from journeyman surgeons were procured in exchange for supplies like paper, hard currency (possibly bankrolled by Sloane), and promises of named recognition: Petiver hoped that the appearance of his supplier lists would encourage others by their "generous example." 14 In one instance, Joseph Lord of Carolina enigmatically insisted that his specimens be listed "without ye mention of my name" and Petiver ceremoniously obliged, albeit in a way that still signaled his obligation-at least to Lord, whom he identified as "A certain Curious Person whose Name at present I am obliged to conceal." Underneath this veneer of courtesy, Petiver's letters reveal a more contentious pattern of interaction. Correspondents complained that he sometimes sent the wrong kind of paper, and he could be abusively impatient: "any child of 6 years old" could follow his instructions, he blared; "we know not how long we have to live," he sardonically informed one tardy correspondent. success and perhaps also his desire to answer detractors) included patrons such as the Duchess of Beaufort and Joannes Breynius. He also listed gentlefolk and aristocrats as dedicatees of the engravings he published. 16 That the status of his surgeon suppliers concerned Petiver, however, is suggested by his preemptive characterization of the itinerant Sylvanus Landon as a "worthy gentleman and ingenious surgeon," a characterization that would have struck some readers as contradictory, since surgeons, unlike physicians, were men of dexterity and trade, not learning and independent means.
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Including such suppliers in his lists was an ambiguous endeavor that involved multiple and potentially unstable conferrals of credit. While Petiver aimed to establish his own authority by publishing his sources, he was also busily buttressing the authority of those sources. In global specimen gathering, the geographical distribution of trust necessitated managing its distribution down the social hierarchy.
That he was less than wholly successful is evident from a stinging satirical attack published in 1700 in The Transactioneer (a jibe against Sloane's editorship of the Philosophical Transactions) by the critic and self-appointed scourge of "modern" learning William King. King was an associate of Jonathan Swift's and an ally in the so-called Battle of the Books. In his view, granting fellowships to mere tradesmen like Petiver brought the Royal Society into disrepute and tarnished its journal with the intellectual shallowness of descriptive natural history. Lists were held up as an example of the dross that now passed for learning. Swift drove the point home in a memorable attack on "index-learning" a few years later in his Tale of a Tub (1704), where he lamented the penchant for getting "a thorough insight into the index, by which the whole book is governed and turned, like fishes by the tail." King assailed Sloane for his credulous dependence on his own exotic suppliers, while mocking Petiver as his chief botanical henchman: the "Darling of the Temple-Coffee-House-Club" (the London venue where they congregated with other botanists), their "Oracle," the "Philosophick Sancho" to Sloane's Don Quixote. King derided Petiver for his vernacular labels ("Blackamoors Teeth" for shells and West African names like "Bumbunny" and "Apputtasy"), which reeked of intellectual vulgarity. He also took aim at his carefully assembled supplier list: "Mr. Pett-r concludes his Museum, with a Catalogue of his Kind Friends." The overreaching "Muffti" (another antiexoticist jibe) had only embarrassed his "friends" through his credit grubbing: "nobody sure will . . . envy them the honour of being in that catalogue." 18 Such attacks on Petiver the listmaniac were not isolated. In 1710, the German scholar Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach remarked that he found Petiver unlearned, financially abject, and socially profligate: "as soon as he receives an addition to his cabinet, he has an engraving made of it, and dedicates it to some one, with whom he has even the smallest acquaintance, and receives a present for his pains." Naming plants after discoverers was "the highest honour that mortal man can desire," Linnaeus later commented, and so he was "astounded when I see with what boldness, with what rashness Petiver . . . thrust priceless gifts, too brilliant and valuable for the uneducated, on florists, monks, relations, friends and the like." Although he cited Petiver in his work, Linnaeus nonetheless considered such behavior "a source of derision and scandal to posterity." 19 For some, natural history itself was abject. "More than knowing the name, the shape and obvious qualities of an insect, a pebble, a plant, or a shell, was requisite to form a philosopher, even of the lowest rank," commented the pro-Newtonian physician James Jurin, lamenting the triumph of the Sloane-Petiver axis when Sloane succeeded Newton as Royal Society president in 1727. 20 King had ridiculed Petiver's assembly of his "Catalogue of his Kind Friends" as vulgar self-aggrandizement. This opposition to a tradesman claiming the status of gentlemanly author on the basis of commercial contacts grew out of Tory hostility to the social mobility produced by commercial endeavor, often perceived as antithetical to the traditional landed order of English society. 21 In fact, however, listing people was a routine strategy in the realm of learned print-witness, for example, the subscription lists on show in print publications. In his unpublished journal, the Plymouth surgeon James Yonge recorded "a list of famous men and women I have seen in my travels," echoing the scholarly alba amicorum of the Renaissance; his list named King Charles II, several nobles, and learned men including Sloane, Robert Boyle, and Robert Hooke. Intellectual travel entailed assembling and displaying learned acquaintance. 22 In scientific circles, Petiver's was arguably a newly list-conscious age, in which circulating printed lists publicly advertised the membership of scientific communities. Gazettes regularly listed the officers of the Royal Society in reporting their meetings, while the society published its own lists of both domestic and foreign fellows. These columns stoked anxiety and aspiration in equal measure. Consider the example of William Byrd II of Virginia, the English-educated planter, sometime naturalist, and importunate correspondent of Sloane's. Apt to bridle at his lack of standing in metropolitan circles, Byrd complained to Sloane in 1741 on finding his name omitted from the Royal Society's list of members. His chagrin at his exclusion was doubtless both personal and public: a loss of status in his own eyes and, he must have presumed, the eyes of others. "I suppose my long absence has made your secretarys rank me in the number of the dead," he acerbically informed Sloane, "but pray let them know I am alive." 23 Petiver envisaged his supplier lists as a two-way credit management system: an incentive to en-listment and a means of establishing his own authority. They offered participants notice in the Republic of Letters in exchange for allowing Petiver to define himself as the master of a global botanical collective. His aggressively inclusive project, however, provoked repeated criticism. Because of its globally distributed charactersomething often invoked to distinguish its status from that of natural philosophy, especially as construed through the heroic figure of geographically unitary Newtonian solitude-listing the sources of natural history opened its impressive worldwide reach to charges of social illegitimacy and intellectual promiscuity. 24 Problems of scientific trust across distance thus remained resolutely local problems of credibility.
Petiver's en-listment campaign nonetheless presaged the globalization of European sciences and attendant quarrels over the distribution of expertise both across space and down social hierarchies. Imperial expansion and improved communications dramatically extended such campaigns from the nineteenth century. Imperial Victorian natural history witnessed conflict and negotiation among metropolitan and colonial practitioners, especially over the naming of species. Professionalization contentiously spawned categories like "popular" and "amateur" science that encompassed creative acts of description and collection by lay practitioners, subordinating them to the authority of ever-moreinstitutionalized scientists, even as the knowledge they supplied enabled entire new systems like Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection. Petiver's was not, of course, an era defined by these later distinctions between professional and popular science. But his quest for learned credibility nevertheless foundered on questions concerning the social character of his natural history project in an age preoccupied with the alleged virtues of gentle rank. Globalized collaboration did not transcend local social criteria for establishing who counted as a credible scientific broker. Digital prophets of citizen science, and brave new crowdsourced worlds, might thus do well to bear such early modern tales in mind. 25 
